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The Timed Concurrent Constraint Language tccp is a declarative synchronous concurrent language,
particularly suitable for modelling reactive systems. In tccp, agents communicate and synchronise
through a global constraint store. It supports a notion of discrete time that allows all non-blocked
agents to proceed with their execution simultaneously.
In this paper, we present a modular architecture for the simulation of tccp programs. The tool
comprises three main components. First, a set of basic abstract instructions able to model the tccp
agent behaviour, the memory model needed to manage the active agents and the state of the store
during the execution. Second, the agent interpreter that executes the instructions of the current agent
iteratively and calculates the new agents to be executed at the next time instant. Finally, the constraint
solver components which are the modules that deal with constraints.
In this paper, we describe the implementation of these components and present an example of a
real system modelled in tccp.
Key Words: Timed Concurrent Constraint Language (tccp), Simulation tool, Ab-
stract tccp instructions
1 Introduction
It is well known that many critical applications in different domains, such as health [25], railways [21]
or automotive [16] have a reactive and concurrent behaviour that is difficult to model and analyse. Un-
fortunately, certain errors in these applications may have highly negative consequences and, therefore,
it is essential to detect failures in software in the early design phases. This is why most modelling lan-
guages for these complex systems are supported by simulation and verification tools that guarantee the
software’s safety and reliability with respect to the critical properties.
Several formalisms have been developed to solve the problem of describing and analysing concur-
rent systems. In this paper, we focus on the Concurrent Constraint Paradigm (ccp) [22] characterised by
the use of store-as-constraint instead of the classical store-as-value paradigm. Specifically, tccp [6] is a
language suitable for describing reactive systems within this paradigm. As opposed to the interleaving
composition of processes supported by most concurrent modelling languages, tccp makes use of the syn-
chronous composition of processes. Synchronous languages have proved to be very useful for modelling
hardware and software systems. Some successful examples are Lustre [14] or SIGNAL [11]. The syn-
chronous management of processes clearly simplifies the scheduling tasks, although it complicates the
memory use. The declarative and synchronous character of tccp makes it particularly suitable not only
for describing but also for analysing complex concurrent systems.
There are a few tools for tccp proposed in the literature [19, 24]. In this paper, we present a modular
framework for tccp with the aim of overcoming the lack of simulation and analysis tools. Classically, the
implementation of logic languages has been based on the definition of the so-called abstract machines
∗This work has been supported by the Andalusian Excellence Project P11-TIC7659.
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which provide an abstraction layer on the ultimate device that will execute the programs. Warren Abstract
Machine (WAM) [2] is the first and most well-known abstract machine for logic languages. In the
context of concurrent logic languages, there exist other proposals such as the abstract machine based
on the construction of an AND/OR tree for the implementation of Parlog [12], or the Parallel Inference
Machine (PMI) for language KL1 [26].
We have built a simulation tool for tccp programs following the abstract machine philosophy but
with some differences derived from the special features of the language1. The construction of a tool
for executing tccp implies dealing with its declarative, constraint-based and synchronous character. For
instance, the logic and concurrent nature of tccp involves the creation of a large number of fine-grain
agents with a well-delimited variable scope. In addition, the use of constraints as data makes the integra-
tion of constraint solvers in the tool necessary. Furthermore, to correctly deal with the synchronisation,
all agents executing in parallel must have a consistent view of the global memory (called store in tccp).
The implemented tool comprises different components to successfully solve the aforementioned
problems. The core of the tool is formed by a set of abstract instructions and a memory model that
is able to represent the state of the tccp program (that is, the current agent and the state of the global
store) during the execution. In addition, the tool includes an interpreter that executes the current ac-
tive agent iteratively. Finally, there is a module with the constraint solvers used to manage the basic
operations on the global store correctly.
In this paper, we describe all these components, their implementation and evaluation with a typical
tccp example.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents tccp language syntax and semantics.
Section 3 describes the approach and the main elements of the abstract machine: the memory model,
the instructions and the agent interpreter. In Section 4, we comment on some implementation issues of
the prototype simulator. Section 5 shows the simulation of the tccp example, with several results and
measures obtained after different executions. In Section 6, we present some related work. And finally, in
Section 7, we present the conclusions and future work.
2 Introducing tccp
As stated in the Introduction, in this paper, we focus on the Concurrent Constraint Paradigm (ccp) [22]
which is characterised by the use of store-as-constraint instead of the classical store-as-value paradigm.
Within this paradigm, tccp [6] is a well-known language suitable for describing reactive systems. In
tccp, agents execute synchronously in parallel, and communicate across a global monotonic constraint
store. The store is monotonic in the sense that the constraints added can never be removed. The language
includes the notion of discrete time and the capability to capture the absence of information.
The tccp language is parametric w.r.t. a cylindric constraint system that is able to abstractly capture
the notion of shared constraint store over which two main operations can be carried out. The write
operation (denoted as tell in the language) that updates the store with new constraints, and the read
operation (denoted as ask in the language) to request whether a given constraint is entailed by the store.
DEFINITION 2.1 (CYLINDRIC CONSTRAINT SYSTEM [6]) A cylindric constraint system is an alge-
braic structure of the form C = ⟨C, ⪯, ∧, true, false, Var, ∃⟩ such that:
1. ⟨C, ⪯, ∧, true, false⟩ is a complete lattice where ∧ is the least upper bound (lub) operator, and true
and false are, respectively, the least and the greatest elements of C. We often use the inverse order⊢ (the entailment relation) instead of ⪯ over constraints. Formally ∀c,d ∈ C c ⪯ d⇔ d ⊢ c.
1The prototype tool can be found at http://morse.uma.es/tools/tccp.
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d ≠ false(tell(c),d)→ (stop,c∧d) (tell) ∃1 ≤ k ≤ n .d ⊢ ck d ≠ false(∑ni=1 ask(ci)→ Ai,d)→ (Ak,d) (ask)(A,d)→ (A′,d′) d ⊢ c(now c then A else B,d)→ (A′,d′) (now1) (A,d) /→ d ⊢ c d ≠ false(now c then A else B,d)→ (A,d) (now2)(B,d)→ (B′,d′) d /⊢ c(now c then A else B,d)→ (B′,d′) (now3) (B,d) /→ d /⊢ c d ≠ false(now c then A else B,d)→ (B,d) (now4)(A,d)→ (A′,d′) (B,d)→ (B′,d′′)(A ∥ B,d)→ (A′ ∥ B′,d′ ∧d′′) (par1) (A,d)→ (A′,d′) (B,d) /→(A ∥ B,d)→ (A′ ∥ B,d′)(B ∥ A,d)→ (B ∥ A′,d′) (par2)(A, l∧∃x d)→ (B, l′)(∃lxA,d)→ (∃l′ xB,d∧∃x l′) (hid) p(
Ð→x ) ∶− A ∈ D d ≠ false(p(Ð→x ),d)→ (A,d) (proc)
Figure 1: The transition system for tccp.
2. Var is a denumerable set of variables.
3. For each element x ∈ Var, a function (called cylindric operator) ∃x∶C → C is defined such that, for
any c,d ∈ C the following axioms hold:
(a) c ⊢ ∃xc
(b) if c ⊢ d then ∃xc ⊢ ∃xd
(c) ∃x(c∧∃xd) = ∃xc∧∃xd
(d) ∃x(∃yc) = ∃y(∃xc)
(e) To model parameter passing, diagonal elements are added to the primitive constraints. For all
x, y ranging over Var, the constraint dxy which satisfies the following axioms is added.
i. true ⊢ dxx
ii. if z ≠ x,y then dxy = ∃z(dxz∧dzy)
iii. if x ≠ y then ∃xy(c∧dxy) ⊢ c.
Diagonal elements represent the equality relation between variables in the constraint systems.
The syntax of tccp agents is given by the following grammar:
A ∶∶=stop ∣ tell(c) ∣ A ∥ A ∣ now c then A else A ∣ ∃xA ∣ p(x⃗) ∣∑ni=1 ask(ci)→ A
where c, ci are finite constraints in C, x ∈ Var, p ∈Π (the set of all process symbols), x⃗ is a list of variable
names corresponding to the formal parameters of process p, and n ∈N>0. A tccp program is a pair D .A,
where A is the initial agent and D is a set of process declarations of the form p(x⃗) ∶ −A.
The operational semantics of tccp is described by a transition system T = (Conf ,→). Configurations
in Conf are pairs (A,c) representing the agent A to be executed in the current store c. The transition
relation →⊆ Conf ×Conf models a computational step which consumes one step of discrete time which
is used to synchronize the agents in parallel. In Figure 1, we formally describe this operational semantics.
Let us briefly describe the behaviour of each tccp agent. Agent stop ends the computation. Agent
tell(c) adds c ∈ C to the store. Agent ∑ni=1 ask(ci)→ Ai allows the non-deterministic choice. If a guard
ci is entailed by the store, a transition takes place and agent Ai is executed (rule ask) in the next time
instant. If no guard is currently entailed by the global store, the choice agent suspends and waits for one
of its guards to be activated by a concurrent agent.
The conditional agent now c then A else B behaves as A (respectively B) in case c is (respectively is
not) entailed by the store. It is worth noting that tccp handles negation as failure, this meaning that asking
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1 user(C,A):- ask(A=[free∣ ]) → (tell(C=[on∣ ])+ ask(A=[free∣ ]) → (tell(C=[off∣ ])+
2 ask(A=[free∣ ]) → (tell(C=[c∣ ])+ ask(A=[free∣ ]) → (tell(true)).
3 photocopier(C,A,MIdle,E,T):- ∃ Aux,Aux’,T’(tell(T=[Aux∣T’])||
4 ask(true)→ now (Aux > 0) then
5 now (C=[on∣ ]) then tell(E=[going∣ ]) || tell(T’=[MIdle∣ ])|| tell(A=[free∣ ])
6 else now (C=[off∣ ]) then tell(E=[stop∣ ]) || tell(T’=[MIdle∣ ])|| tell(A=[free∣ ])
7 else now (C=[c∣ ]) then tell(E=[going∣ ]) || tell(T’=[MIdle∣ ])|| tell(A=[free∣ ])
8 else tell(Aux’=Aux-1) || tell(T’=[Aux’∣ ]) || tell(A=[free∣ ])
9 else tell(E=[stop∣ ]) || tell(A=[free∣ ])).
10 system (MIdle,E,C,A,T):- ∃ E’,C’,A’,T’
11 (tell(E=[ ∣E’]) || tell(C=[ ∣C’])|| tell(A=[ ∣A’]) || tell(T=[ ∣T’]) || user(C,A) ||
12 ask(true) → (photocopier(C,A’,MIdle,T,E’)) || ask(A’=[free∣ ]) → (system(MIdle,E’,C’,A’,T’))).
13 initialize(MIdle):- ∃ E,C,A,T
(tell(A=[free∣ ]) || tell(T=[MIdle∣ ])|| tell(E=[off∣ ]) || system(MIdle,E,C,A,T)).
Figure 2: A tccp program modelling a photocopier
whether a constraint c is held by the store d produces false (d /⊢ c) both when ¬c is entailed and when
no information about c can be deduced. The parallel composition ∥ is interpreted in terms of maximal
parallelism, i.e., at each step all the parallel enabled agents can be executed simultaneously (rules par1
and par2).
The hiding agent ∃xA makes variable x local to A. Finally, p(x⃗) takes from D a declaration of the
form p(x⃗) ∶ −A and then executes A.
In order to detect when the store becomes inconsistent we explicitly check if d ≠ false in the rules in
Figure 1. This check follows the philosophy defined for ccp in [22] and for tccp in [8], where computa-
tions that reach an inconsistent store are considered failed computations.
Let us formalize the notion of behaviour of a tccp program P in terms of the transition system de-
scribed in Figure 1. The small-step operational behaviour of tccp collects all the small-step computations
associated with P (in terms of sequences of tccp stores closed by prefix) for each possible initial store.
DEFINITION 2.2 (SMALL-STEP OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOUR OF tccp) Let P =D.A be a tccp program. The
small-step (observable) behaviour of P is defined as:
Bss⟦D.A⟧ ∶= ⋃
c0∈C{c0 ⋅c1 ⋅ . . . ⋅cn ∣(A,c0)→ (A1,c1)→ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅→ (An,cn)}
where → is the transition relation given in Figure 1.
2.1 Example of tccp
We show an example of a tccp program in Figure 2. This program (extracted from [3]) models a photo-
copier by means of four procedure declarations which represent the user process user(C,A), the photo-
copier photocopier(C,A,MIdle,E,T), the system process system(MIdle,E,C,A,T) and the intial-
ization of such processes initialize(MIdle).
Streams C and A are the communication channels through which the user sends commands to the
photocopier, and the photocopier communicates its state to the user, respectively. The user waits
for the photocopier to be free to send it a new command (make a copy (c), turn on/off (on/off)
or do nothing (true)), which is non deterministically chosen. Agent photocopier uses stream T as a
counter to check whether a command has been received during MIdle time units and, in another case, to
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automatically turn off. In the case deadline MIdle has not been reached, agent photocopier accepts the
command sent by the user, and behaves accordingly, updating its local state, in stream E, and counter T.
Agent system is in charge of creating and synchronising agents photocopier and user correctly.
Finally, initialize creates the initial agents and streams and establishes the value of the time deadline
MIdle.
The example shows several characteristics of tccp. For instance, the use of streams as ask guards in
agent user (lines 1-2) is a usual way of modelling agent synchronisation and communication. In this
case, we guarantee that the user does not send a new command until the photocopier has processed
the previous one and, therefore, it has instantiated the head of stream A to free (rule ask of Figure 1).
In addition, the combination of tell and streams makes it possible to extract values from the store. For
example, agent tell(T = [Aux|T’]) (line 3) in photocopier adds constraint T = [Aux|T’] to the
store (rule tell of Figure 1). But, if a constraint such as T = [v| ] already exists in the store, the agent
has the side effect of binding Aux to v and the tail of the stream to T’.
It is worth noting the use of agent now in agent photocopier. As rules for now in Figure 1 show,
agent now is able to handle both positive and negative information from the store. Thus, for instance,
in lines 4-8, photocopier reads and processes the command sent by the user, but if no command has
been delivered (the store has no information about variable C), agent now proceeds in the else branch
(line 9).
The store may hold different types of constraints. In addition to the logic constraints on streams, the
example contains linear constraints on numerical variables which can be added/read to/from the store
(lines 4 and 8).
The example also shows the extensive creation, through agent ∃, of new local variables (rule hid
of Figure 1). When streams are used as communication channels between agents, the proliferation of
variables in tccp is a consequence of the monotonic character of the store. Specifically, the evolution over
time of agents user and photocopier involves the addition of new values to the streams for which new
references to the stream tail are needed (lines 3 and 10). Observe that to simplify the tccp syntax nested∃ agents are collapsed, that is, for instance, ∃ Aux(∃ Aux’(∃ T’ ⋯)) is written as ∃ Aux,Aux’,T’(⋯).
Finally, note that rules par1 and par2 of Figure 1 synchronise tccp agents completely, that is, at each
time instant, all agents that can evolve, proceed synchronously. This is why sometimes it is necessary to
include delays (ask(true)) in the agents. For instance, the delay in line 4 of photocopier guarantees
that when the following agent now is executed, the value of variable Aux has been correctly extracted
from the store in line 3.
3 Architecture of the proposal
The development of tools for tccp holds many challenges, due to its logic, concurrent and synchronous
nature. The main problems we face are:
• Dynamic generation of fine-grained procedures: tccp procedures usually have a short live cycle,
but with a cyclic or recursive behaviour. The correct identification of the procedures instances and
their scope is a challenge when implementing tools.
• Dynamic generation of (local) variables: the dynamic generation of procedures creates a large
number of variables, local to each procedure instance. In addition, the typical syntax of streams
also abuses fresh variables. The challenge is how to correctly identify variables and store them.
• Parallel execution of agents: tccp agents executing in parallel can have a different view of the store,
although it is a shared and single memory. It is a challenge to keep the different views consistently.
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Figure 3: The architecture of the proposal
• Constraint solving: the dynamic generation of procedures and variables makes it challenging to
solve constraints efficiently.
We propose an architecture that facilitates the development of tools for the simulation and analysis
of tccp, addressing the aforementioned problems modularly which gives us independency from the final
implementation platform. Our proposal is based on the definition of the so-called tccp abstract machine
where the different elements of the tccp semantics are separated following a structured methodology
which leads to the construction of modular, extensible and reusable tools. Although we are aware that
the machine is not abstract in the classic sense, we call it so because it constitutes the execution core of
the abstract instructions.
Figure 3 depicts the architecture of our proposal. The input of any tool is a tccp program in plain
text that is transformed into an intermediate code that the tccp machine can interpret. The program
interpreter takes the transformed tccp program and controls its execution at a high level, i.e., it
commands the tccp machine to run the different program agents, but it is unaware of the semantics of
the agents. The program interpreter may be implemented as a simulator, an interactive simulator,
or even as a model checker if the memory structures to record the whole search state space are added.
The abstract machine defines a set of instructions that model the basic operations on the
global store. The behaviour of the different tccp agents is implemented using these instructions, which
bridge the gap between the modelling language and the language used in the implementation. These
basic instructions work on an abstract view of the store, i.e., they do not take into account the type
of constraints handled by the language, or how memory is really managed, which will depend on each
specific implementation.
The abstract machine includes an agent interpreter that knows the behaviour of each agent,
given as a sequence of basic instructions. Finally, the store module has a dual role. On the one hand,
as explained above, it provides an interface to the abstract machine that has an abstract view of actual
memory model. On the other hand, because tccp is a constraint-based paradigm, the store makes use of
a constraint solver to manage the constraint operations.
This kind of architecture is highly modular, which has several advantages. If the semantics of an
agent is modified, we only have to change the agent interpreter. If the tccp language is extended with
new agents, we also have to slightly modify the parser. Similarly, if we wish to support other types of
constraints, or to solve constraints more efficiently, we only have to revise the constraint solver and the
implementation of the store.
We now describe the main elements of this proposal in more detail: the store, the instructions of the
abstract machine and the agent interpreter.
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3.1 Store
The store is the memory of the abstract machine, and is in charge of keeping the constraints over vari-
ables. The store is unique during the execution of tccp programs, which means that all agents access
the same memory structure. In tccp, the preservation of the store consistency among all agents in execu-
tion is essential to guarantee the correct implementation of the parallel operator (rules par1 and par2 of
Figure 1).
An agent of tccp is a light process with a short execution time. The natural mechanism of execution
involves the creation of a large number of variables, with a restricted scope. We solve this issue by
dividing the store into two memory elements: the symbol table and the global memory.
The symbol table is a tree structure used to determine the scope of a variable. Each tree node contains
the local variables visible for a set of agents. There are two tccp agents that can define new variable
scopes and, therefore, can add new nodes to the tree: exists and procedure call agents (rules hid and
proc of Figure 1). The scope of the rest of the agents is associated with an already existing node. The
global memory is responsible for keeping the constraints over the variables and provides the consistency
of the store.
3.1.1 Abstract Machine Instructions
We now enumerate the set of basic instructions of the abstract machine used to implement the execution
of agents. We need some preceding definitions. Let x ∈Var, and A be a tccp agent.
• A.x denotes the variable named x in the scope of A.
• p.x⃗ represents the formal parameter x⃗ of procedure p in the tccp program.
In the description below, global is the global store of the abstract machine (comprising the symbol
table and the global memory), A is the current agent to be executed by the machine, c is a constraint, and
local1 and local2 are the local stores produced by the parallel execution of agents.
The abstract machine provides the following basic functions:
• is consistent() ∶ Boolean: returns whether or not global is consistent.
• add variable(A.x): adds variables x to global. Variables x must be local to agent A.
• add parameter(p.x⃗, x⃗′): given a call p(x⃗′) to a tccp procedure p(x⃗), adds new variables x⃗ to global
and links it to the variables x⃗′ used in the procedure call.
• add constraint(c): adds constraint c to global.
• entails(c) ∶ Boolean: checks if global entails constraint c.
• merge(local1, local2): updates global with the new constraints added to local1 and local2, if it is
possible, that is, if no inconsistencies exist between the constraints in local1 and local2.
3.1.2 Agent Interpreter
The agent interpreter transforms each agent into the sequence of abstract machine instructions following
the semantics given in Figure 1. Figure 4 depicts how the agent interpreter works. Given the current
A, the interpreter first executes the corresponding abstract machine instructions, which directly interact
with the store global, and then determines the agent nA to be next executed.
In the following paragraphs, we define the execution of the current agent A, denoted as execute(A),
inductively on the syntactic structure of A. We assume that the agent A is executed on the global store
global. Function execute(A) returns the new store local produced by the execution of agent A and the set
of agents to be next executed. Some agents, such as stop and tell, always return an empty set of agents.
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Figure 4: Interpreter of agents
parallel: A1∣∣A2
1. is consistent(): if it is true, continue to step 2 else stop
2. Let execute(A1) = ⟨local1,nA1⟩
3. Let execute(A2) = ⟨local2,nA2⟩
4. Return ⟨merge(local1, local2),nA1∣∣nA2⟩
tell(c)
1. is consistent(): if it is true, continue to step 2 else stop
2. add constraint(c)
3. Return ⟨global,stop⟩
choice: ∑ni=1 ask(ci)→ Ai
1. is consistent(): if it is true, continue to step 2 else stop
2. If ¬entails(ci) for i = 1, . . . ,n, proceed with step 4, else select randomly one branch ask(ci)→ Ai
such that entails(ci) holds and proceed with step 3
3. Return ⟨global,Ai⟩
4. Return ⟨global,∑ni=1 ask(ci)→ Ai⟩
now: now c then A else B
1. is consistent(): if it is true, continue to step 2 else stop
2. if entails(c) then return execute(A), else return execute(B)
hiding: ∃x
1. is consistent(): if it is true, continue to step 2, else stop
2. add variable(A.x)
3. Return execute(A)
procedure call: p(x⃗) ∶ −A
1. is consistent(): if it is true, continue to step 2 else stop
2. add parameter(p.x⃗, p.x⃗′), where x⃗′ are the variable used in the procedure call p(x⃗′)
3. Return ⟨global,A⟩
Observe that the implementation of agents described above closely follows the agent semantics of
Figure 1. Thus, proving the correctness of the implementation reduces to proving that the basic instruc-
tions of Section 3.1.1 update the store correctly.
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4 Implementation issues
We have implemented a tccp simulator based on the abstract machine presented in Section 3. The tool ac-
cepts tccp programs with linear constraints over arithmetic variables, and logic constraints over streams.
A stream can store text or linear expressions over arithmetic variables.
The tccp machine has been implemented in Java. We have used existing third party Java libraries
to implement the different elements of the simulation tool. The tccp machine includes two different
constraint solvers, one for linear constraints and another for logic constraints. The first one is based
on Parma Polyhedra Library [5] (PPL), a library that provides numerical abstractions such as convex
polyhedra or grids. The constraint solver for linear constraints uses convex polyhedron to represent a
system of linear constraints, and each dimension represents a variable. The polyhedron is universe (true)
when all variables are unconstrained, and it is empty (false) when constraints are not satisfied. Moreover,
PPL also provides methods to check if the polyhedron entails a specific constraint. The logic constraint
solver has been developed from scratch, since it strongly depends on the memory model implemented.
There are other Java constraint solvers, such as JaCoP [23], which supports a large variety of constraints
(basic arithmetic operation constraints, logical and conditional constraints, regular constraints for the
assignment to variables, etc.). This constraint solver is versatile and easy to use in solutions such as this
proposal. However, we have preferred to use PPL, since we plan to extend our abstract machine and
the simulation tool for modelling rectangular hybrid systems and PPL provides more suitable numeric
abstraction to represent continuous variables and their evolution over time.
We have used ANTLR [20] to generate the parsers included in the simulator. Given a grammar
described in the notation similar to BNF, ANTLR produces the base classes for the parser and visitor.
We have extended the base visitor to control how to walk the parse-tree, and to specify the returned
type. The tool includes a parser that transforms a tccp program from plain text into a list of Agent
objects. In addition, there are independent parsers for linear constraints and logic constraints. They
return respectively, PPL Constraint System and Stream objects.
4.1 Store implementation
The store, presented in Section 3, has to keep and manage logic constraints over streams, and linear
constraints over numeric variables, which are represented by convex polyhedron. To this end, the mem-
ory model is extended with a convex polyhedron, called disc poly, that saves linear constraints. Each
dimension of disc poly represents a variable. The dimension assigned will be the same until the end of
the program execution. Consistently with the notion of store in tccp, polyhedron disc poly is monotonic,
that is, constraints are added but never removed.
The symbol table is a tree, whose nodes have an identifier and store the list of variables belonging to
this scope. For each variable, the node keeps the symbol identifier and the memory position that saves
its information. The need to use a tree instead of a list will be clear later, when we discuss the dynamic
procedure generation.
The global memory is an array of registers, which keep the type of memory element, and a data field.
Currently, there are four types of memory elements, and each type saves different information in the data
field:
• Constant: the data field stores the value of the constant.
• Discrete variable: the data field stores the dimension that represents this variable in disc poly.
• Reference: the data field saves the referenced memory position.
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• Functor: the element is a stream with head and tail. The data field keeps the memory position of
the head. The tail is always stored in the next position from the head.
Below, we address the main issues of the store implementation, most of them are related to the
characteristics of tccp enumerated in Section 3.
Store consistency
The store includes diverse structures that keep the different kinds of constraints and variables. The
global consistency or inconsistency is determined as follows: the store is consistent if constraints over
streams are consistent and disc poly is not empty. In any other case, the store is inconsistent.
Dynamic procedure generation
Every procedure call adds a new node to the symbol table, and links it with its father node. The
identifier of the new node will be propagated, if necessary, to the nodes of the agents in its scope. This
new node contains the list of its parameters. If a parameter is associated with a variable or constant
value, it points to the caller variable/constant position. If a parameter is associated with an arithmetic
expression, the parameter is linked to a variable that is constrained by this expression. Observe that when
more than one procedure calls are executed in parallel, the new nodes created have the same father node,
and this is why the symbol table built is a tree.
Dynamic variable generation
The execution of an exists agent adds a new node in the symbol table that identifies the scope of
the variables. The symbol table identifies and manages the potentially large number of variables with
repeated names. Similarly to the dynamic procedure generation, the identifier of the exists node will
be propagated, if necessary, to the nodes of the agents in its scope. When these agents are executed,
they start looking for symbols in the node of its exists parent. If the symbol is not found, they look in
the parent of the node, and repeat this process until they find the symbol or reach a node created by a
procedure call.
Concurrency in the store
Agents executing in parallel have probably different views of the store, which can involve consistency
problems. We address this issue by executing each agent with a copy of the memory structures that store
the constraints. When concurrent agents have been executed, all the copies are merged in such a way
that the resulting store is in the right state (consistent or not) and includes the right constraints. For
instance, if agent1 and agent2 add constraints over arithmetic variables, each agent will modify a copy of
disc poly, named p1 and p2, and after executing both agents disc poly = p1∩ p2.
5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the current simulator running the photocopier example, presented in Sec-
tion 2.1. This example has an infinite and non-deterministic behaviour. In the evaluation, we will execute
a finite number of steps of the abstract machine. In addition, we need to repeat the same trace several
times to obtain statistics. To this end, the user process always selects the last branch of the choice; that
is, the user does not send commands to the photocopier.
We execute the example using the call initialize(MIdle) || tell(MIdle = 5). Figure 5 de-
picts the state of the store after carrying out 7 steps of the simulation. On the left hand side, we have the
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Figure 5: Photocopier example - store state 7 steps
symbol table in which each node is created by a procedure call or an exists agent. The root node (N0) is
created because the procedure call initialize(MIdle) that contains the parameter MIdle set to 5. In
the next step, an exists agent is executed which creates the node N1 containing the list of local variables.
Then, several tell agents and a procedure call to system are executed in parallel. The tell agents add val-
ues to the heads of A, T and E, and the procedure call adds a new node (N2) with the list of parameters
of system pointing to the variables used in the call. In the following step, the exists agent is executed
which creates a new node (N3), and the parallel agent comprising four tell agents, a procedure call to
user and two ask agents. The first ask can proceed, but the second one blocks because A’ is unbound.
Due to parallel execution of the procedure calls (user(C,A) ∣∣ photocopier(C,A’,MIdle,E’,T’)),
nodes N3 and N4 are created. The rest of the nodes are generated in a similar way.
The main memory, on the right, holds information about the value of the variables during the execu-
tion. For example, positions 0 and 17 store the information of the variables of the system (MIdle, Aux
and Aux’). Observe that Aux (position 5) is a reference to position 0, which keeps a variable represented
in disc poly by dimension 0. Another type of element in memory are functors, which represent stream
variables. For example, position 1 is a functor whose head is a constant set to free, and whose tail is a
reference to 15.
Table 1 shows the size of the store with respect to the number of steps executed. In the example, an
increment of steps implies that more procedure calls and exists agents are executed. Consequently, the
number of nodes in the symbol table increases with the number of steps executed and similarly the size
of the global memory. In addition, when a new element is added to a stream, three registers are allocated:
the functor, the head and the tail. Observe that the photocopier example has linear constraints (Aux’
= Aux -1). Since the photocopier does not receive commands, the value stored in T is decremented
until it is 0. In consequence, after some steps, disc poly has 6 dimensions and the following constraint
system:
D 0 = 5∧D 1 = 4∧D 2 = 3∧D 3 = 2∧D 4 = 1∧D 5 = 0
We have used the Java monitoring console to collect information regarding the execution time and
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Table 1: Evaluation results
30 steps 100 steps 500 steps
Symbol Table (nodes) 26 85 417
Global Memory (regiters) 78 239 1169
disc poly (dimensions) 6 6 6
Heap used (MB) 4 4.1 7
Heap allocated (MB) 16.3 16.3 16.3
Parser (ms) 192 196 197
Simulation (ms) 87 192 2,170
the memory allocated. The tests have been carried out in a virtualized Ubuntu machine, with 2GB of
RAM memory and one processor. The Java virtual machine is OpenJDK Client VM 24.95-b01. The
bottom part of Table 1 also shows the average heap usage and execution times obtained by executing
several times the same example. Observe that, the execution of the parser takes longer than executing 30
steps of the abstract machine. Obviously, when the number of steps is higher, the parser remains in the
same magnitude, and the simulator consumes more time. The execution time has been measured without
printing the symbol table and memory state, since printing slows down the execution. For example, the
simulator execution time of 30 steps printing the status of symbol table each step takes an average of
187 ms, which is more or less the execution time of the parser. With respect to the memory, we have
monitored the heap used and allocated. The memory used/allocated is not the real total memory used by
the Java application. We should investigate how to obtain this information in future work.
6 Related Work
In this section, we describe and compare other proposals in the literature for the implementation of
concurrent, declarative or synchronous languages, some of which were mentioned in the Introduction.
Lustre [14] and SIGNAL [4, 10] share with tccp their declarative and synchronous character. Both
languages are data-flow oriented, that is, programs operate over infinite sequence of values. They have
been used for the modelling and analysis of industrial critical systems, which proves that synchronous
languages are not only useful in academia. For example, Lustre is the language underpinning a wide
range of tools [13], the most important being SCADE Suite [9], a toolset for modelling, simulating,
verifying and generating certified code for critical systems. Similarly, POLYCHRONY [18] is the devel-
opment framework of SIGNAL. It provides mechanisms for the design, simulation, verification and code
generation for distributed hardware platforms.
Unlike our proposal, the final aim of the tools developed for Lustre and SIGNAL is to generate
code, optimized for specific platforms. Instead, the main concern of our architecture is its compositional
character and, in consequence, its ability to adapt to new constraint solvers, new language extensions, or
new agent interpreters that execute the program differently. In fact, since the current implementation is
based on an interpreted abstract machine running on Java, the performance completely depends on the
underlying Java virtual machine.
In the context of concurrent logic programming, there are some older languages which share char-
acteristics with tccp. For example, PARLOG [7] is a logic concurrent language descendent of PRO-
LOG [17], intended to describe distributed systems. PARLOG supports fine-grain parallelism similar to
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that of tccp. Process communication is also carried out using streams, but it lacks global memory and
mechanisms for hiding and creating new local variables. In contrast, PARLOG incorporates the notion
of modes, associated with the process parameters, to synchronise them. In [12], the authors present
an abstract machine for the implementation of PARLOG on uniprocessors. In this implementation, the
PARLOG computation is represented by an AND/OR tree in which each node is a process that can be
runnable or locked (waiting for some data), in a similar way to the tccp agents. Although, both proposals
(tccp and PARLOG) agree that the agents (processes) have an associated sequence of instructions of the
underlying abstract machine, the memory models are considerably different. This is principally because
of the tccp hiding operator which makes it possible to define an arbitrary number of local variables.
As regards implementation issues, both implementations provide simulators on the language, but use
different target languages (C and Java).
Along the same lines, Kernel Language KL1 [26] is a committed-choice logic language based on the
Guarded Horn Clauses GHC [27] intended to be target language for the implementation of concurrent
logic languages. The main goal of KL1 is, therefore, the construction of efficient, production-quality
programs to exploit physical parallelism. The implementation of KL1 was developed on the Parallel
Inference Machine (PIM), which has a hierarchical memory-architecture where clusters have process-
ing elements connected by a bus. In this implementation, the difficulties are also related to memory
architecture and management.
With respect to tccp tools, [24] presents an interpreter of tccp implemented in Mozart-Oz [15]. The
semantics of tccp is mapped into Mozart-Oz directly defining a translation from tccp to Mozart-Oz.
Nevertheless, this work is not publicly available and does not included the latest features of tccp presented
during the last years.
In [19], authors present a tccp interpreter, implemented in Maude. Similar to our proposal, they
parse, interpret and simulate tccp programs. Their tool implements six Maude modules, one for each
tccp entity (agents, constraints, programs, store, constraint system and operational semantics) which are
used to directly translate from tccp to Maude.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented an abstract machine for tccp, which defines the behaviour of tccp agents over a
memory architecture called store. The abstract machine is composed of different modules which have
been design to be as independent as possible. Most of the architecture components are unaware of the
actual implementation of the memory or the particular implementation of the agent behaviour. We think
that this approach facilitates and simplifies the development of tools for tccp. In addition, we have
implemented a tool for the simulation of tccp following this abstract machine architecture. The tool
has been implemented in Java, and uses other external libraries and frameworks to implement different
elements. For example, we use ANTLR to generate the parsers, and PPL to implement the constraint
solver for linear constraints.
We have evaluated the simulator with the photocopier example, running different number of abstract
machine steps. We have presented the state of the abstract machine store after executing the example,
and shown some performance measures obtained with profiling tools. We believe that the performance
is acceptable, although we should improve the memory model to achieve more efficient implementations
for constructing, for instance, a tccp model checker.
Although, the current tool at http://morse.uma.es/tools/tccp may be only used to simulate
some available tccp codes, we plan to extend its capability by allowing users to simulate their own pro-
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grams. In fact, the tool only lacks a frontend that manages syntax errors. In addition, due to the different
implementation approaches followed by tool [19] and ours, it is difficult to compare performance of both
tools but we plan to do it in the near future.
As future work, we wish to extend the abstract machine to Hy-tccp [1]. Hy-tccp is an extension of
tccp for hybrid systems, which adds a notion of continuous time and new agents to describe the contin-
uous dynamics of hybrid systems. Hy-tccp is independent from the kind of constraints over continuous
variables. To implement a Hy-tccp simulator, we will assume that the hybrid systems are rectangular.
Because of the independence amongst the different entities which compose implementation, the exten-
sion of the current abstract machine will involve adding the new agents of the Hy-tccp language and
probably new abstract machine instructions. In addition, the parser should be extended to recognise the
new agents. Finally, we will reuse PPL as the constraint solver for constraints over continuous variables.
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